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1. INTRODUCTION 
IN 1935 Schauder proved the following theorem, see for instance [2]: 
THEOREM 1. In a locally convex space every compact convex set 
property. 
has the fixed point 
Schauder conjectured that his theorem holds true for non-locally convex spaces as well. 
Schauder’s Conjecture. Every compact convex set has the fixed point property? 
Schauder’s conjecture is one of the most resistant open problems in fixed point theory. 
In fact Schauder posed this problem in the Scottish Book in 1935, and despite great efforts 
by topologists for more than half a century his conjecture is still unproved. This problem is 
still open even in some very special cases: For instance, it is unknown whether compact 
convex sets in the spaces L,, 0 I p < 1, have the fixed point property. 
In 1975 Roberts [8] constructed a striking example of compact convex sets without any 
extreme points providing a counter-example to the Krein-Milman theorem, see [S], for 
non-locally convex spaces. Roberts’ example settled a long standing open problem in 
mathematics and has also revealed a new class of linear metric spaces, called needle point 
spaces. Using his needle point spaces Roberts established a general method for constructing 
compact convex sets with no extreme points, see [S, 9, 43. We call all the compact 
convex sets with no extreme points constructed by Roberts’ method of needle point spaces 
Roberts spaces. Since Roberts spaces are the first known examples of compact convex sets 
which are not locally convex it was naturally hoped that Roberts spaces would yield also 
a counter-example to Schauder’s conjecture. However our result in this paper shows that 
this is not the case: 
THEOREM 2. All Roberts spaces have the fixed point property. 
Let us observe that in [4] it was claimed (without a proof) that all Roberts spaces have 
the fixed point property. Recently however, as the referee of the first author’s paper [6] put 
it, “Roberts, asked about the details of the proof more than a year ago, answered that he did 
not remember the proof clearly and he promised to work on it. But no results of his work 
have surfaced yet”. 
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On the other hand in [7] the authors have shown that every needle point space contains 
a compact convex set C without any extreme points such that C is homeomorphic to the 
Hilbert cube. However let us observe that the proof given in [7], as it stands, does not apply 
to all Roberts spaces. 
Our proof in this paper does apply to all Roberts spaces. However we still have 
a problem: Our theorem does not say that all Roberts spaces are homeomorphic to the 
Hilbert cube (equivalently, are AR’s). The authors nevertheless hope that the AR-property 
for all Roberts spaces will be established by using the methods of this paper. I 
Our approach is quite elementary and the proof is self-contained: In fact we do not use 
any recent or unfamiliar result and the proof can be understood by non-experts. We believe 
that anyone can go through our proof if he or she really wants to do so. 
Our result in this paper has completely established the fixed point property for Roberts 
spaces and it could be thought of as a positive step toward a solution to Schauder’s 
conjecture. 
Notation and conventions. By a linear metric space we mean a topological linear space 
X which is metrizable. By Kakutani’s theorem (see, for instance [lo]) there is an invariant 
metric p on X. We denote 11 x - y I/ = p(x, y). Observe that 11 - II is not a norm, in particular 
IIAx (I # IA.1 II x II. However we may assume that 1) - (I is monotonous, that is 
IIAxIl I /IxII for every XEX and AE[W with 111 I 1. 
Let A be a subset of a linear metric space X. By span A we denote the linear subspace of 
X spanned by A. We also use the following notation: 
A+ = conv( A u (0)); A^ = conv( A+ u (- A+)); 
and if x, y E X we write 
/Ix - AI/ = inf{ IIx - yll: YEA}. 
[x,y] = {tx + (1 - t)y: te[O, l]}. 
2. NEEDLE POINT SPACES AND ROBERTS SPACES 
Following Roberts [S] [9] let us say that a non-zero point a of a linear metric space X is 
a needle point if and only if for every E > 0 there exists a finite set A(a, E) = {aI, . . . , a,,,} 
satisfying the following conditions 
(1) 11 ai I( < E for every i = 1, . . . , m; 




We say that X is a needle point space if and only if X is complete linear metric space in 
which every non-zero point is a needle point. Roberts [9] has shown that for every p E [0, 1) 
the space L, is a needle point space. We recall that the spaces L,, 0 < p < 1, are defined by 
s 1 If(t)l”dt -C 00 for 0 < p < 1 and 0 
Other examples of needle point spaces were given in [9, 3, 43. 
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We are going to describe Roberts’ method of constructing compact convex sets without 
any extreme points. 
Let a, be a non-zero point of X. Using the needle point space property of X we choose 
by induction a sequence {A”} of finite subsets of X where A0 = (~1~) with the following 
properties 
(4) 11 a I( < E, for every a E A,; 
(5) E, = [m(n - l)]-’ 2-“, where m(n) = card A,; 
(6) If A, = {u;, . . . , u”,~,,} then A,, 1 is defined by the formula: 
In(n) 
A “+I = ivl A(ul> &,+I), 
where A(aT, E,+~), i = 1, . . . , m(n), satisfy conditions (l)-(3) with a = al and 
E = (m(n))-‘2-“-l. 
From (6) it follows that 
(7) A, c A,+1 for every nEN. 
We define 
c = (=j A” c x. 
n=l 
Roberts showed in [9] that C is a compact convex set with no extreme points. 
We call C a Roberts space. 
3. OUR RESULT 
THEOREM 3. C has the Jixed point property. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a linear metric space and let a be a non-zero point of X. Then there is 
a retraction r,: X + [0, a] such that 
11 x - r,(x) (1 5 4 (I x - [0, a] II for every x E X. 
Proof: Let {US, 4jsss be a Dugundji system for X\[O, a], see [l]. Then we have 
)I x - a, II < 2 I( x - [IO, a] II for every x E U,. 
Let {&lsd be a locally finite partition of unity inscribed 
r,:X + [0, a] by Dugundji formula: 
if xE[O, a]; 
if xEX\[O, a]. 
into {Us)seS. We define 
Then r, is a continuous retraction, see [l]. Let us show that r. satisfies the required 
condition. For every x E X \ [0, a] denote 
S(x) = {SES: A,(x) > 01. 
Observe that a, E [0, a] for every s E S. Let 
to = sup(t: U,E [tu, a] for every sES(x)}; 
tl = inf(t: u,E[O, tu] for every sES(x)); 
a0 = t,,u and a1 = tlu. 
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conv {a,: sES(x)} c [a,, ai] c [0, a]. 
Observe that for every x E X \ [O, a] we have 
II ~,W - x II 2 
II 
c Uxbs - x 
ssS(x) I/ 
I sup I/ x - (tcuo + (1 - ah) II 
@E[O, 11 
I l/x--oI/+ l/x--a,// 
1411x-- [Qalll. 
This proves the Lemma. 
4. THE MAIN STEP 
Our idea of proving Theorem 3 is to define small maps from A^,+ 1 into A^,. However it is 
not clear how to get such small maps if A,, n E IV, are not linearly independent subsets of X. 
Therefore our first step is to approximate A, by linearly independent subsets B,. This will be 
done in the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be an infinite dimensional linear metric space and let A = (aI, . . . , a,} 
be a finite subset of X and E > 0. Then for every i = 1, . . . ,2n there exists bi = b(ui) E X, 
where a”+i = - uifor i = 1, . . . , n, with the following properties: 
(i) lJUi-biII<(2n)-1eforeueryi=1,...,2n; 
(ii) B = {b,, . . , bzn) is a linearly independent subset of X; 
(iii) There exists a continuous map p: B+ -+ A such that II x - p(x) II I 8 for every x E B+ ; 
(iv) 1) x - B+ /) I e for every x E A. 
Proof: Let p: X -+ A be a retraction. We choose 6 E (0, E) such that 
(8) /I x - p(x) II < E for every x E X with (Ix - 2 II < 6. 
Obviously we may assume that ai # 0 for every i = 1, . . . , n. Since X is infinite 
dimensional we can define by induction bt , . . . , bzn such that 
(9) 
(9) B = {b,, . . . , bat} is a linearly independent subset of X; 
(10) l/hi - uiII < (2n))‘6 for every i = 1, . . . , 2n; where U”+i = - Ui for every 
i=l,...,n. 
In fact let bt = a, and assume that {b,, . . . , bk} have been defined such that conditions 
and (10) hold. We take bk+t EX\span{bi, . . . , bk) so that condition (10) is satisfied. 
Since B is linearly independent every x E B+ can be written uniquely in the form: 
x = E ii bi; Ai 2 0 and $J li I 1. 
i=l .i=l 
Then we get 
llx-A^(I I g tli(bi-Ui) I $ IIbi-UiII <2n*(2n)-‘6=6. 
II i=l II i=l 
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/Ix - p(x)11 < E for every XEB+. 
Thus condition (iii) holds. 
Let us prove (iv). For every XE~ we have 
X= F ~iai; ~i20 and f AiIl. 
i=l i=l 
(Observe that a,,+i = - ai for every i = 1, . . . , n). Denote 
Then we have 
y = 5 tlibiEB+. 
i=l 
11 x - y/I 5 II F J-i(Ui - bi) i=l II 
Zn 
I C II Ui - bi II < 2n(2n)- ’ 6 < E. 
i=l 
This proves (iv) and consequently Lemma 2 is demonstrated. 
From Lemma 2 we get 
COROLLARY 1. Let A, = {a;, . . . , a”,(,)}, m(n) = curd A,, see 
a sequence {B,} ofjinite subsets of X with the following properties: 
(6). Then there exists 
(9 B, = (6, . . . , G,,(nj }, where by = b(ul), see Lemma 2, i = 1, . . . ,2m(n) and 
uZ(n)+i = - al for i = 1, . . . , m(n); 
(ii) 11 al - bl II I (2m(n - 1)2m(n))-‘2-“-‘for every i = 1, . . . ,2m(n); 
(iii) B, is a linearly independent finite subset of X; 
(iv) B,+ l can be written in the form B, + 1 = (J i2_mp’ B, + 1 (by), where bl = b(ul), and 
(4 B,+,(bl) = {bEB,+,: b = b(u) for some u~A(ul, E,+~)}, see Lemma 2; 
(b) B,+,(bl)n B,+,(b;) = 12/ for every i #j; 
(v) For every nE N there exists a continuous map p,,: BJ + A^, such that 
IIp.(x) - XII < 2-“-l for euery XEB:; 
(vi) jlx - B: /I < 2-“-l for eoery XE&. 
The following Lemma is the main step in our proof. 
LEMMA 3. For every nE N there is a retraction r,+ 1: B:+ 1 -+ BT such that 
IIX - r,+l(x)I/ -C 2-“+4for every XEBT+~. 
Proof: Since B,+ 1 is linearly independent for every x E BT+ 1 there exist unique Gli 2 0, 
and bi~B,+l, i = 1, . . . , 2m(n + 1) with If”:“+” Cli 5 1 such that x = Ci2_“f’+” Uibi. 
Denote 
6ii = 1 {Mj: bjEB”+,(bl)}; and 
~i=(bii)-‘C{crjbj:bj~B”+,(bl)} if&>Oandb^i=Oifoii=O. 
Then we have blip BJ+,(bl) for every i = 1, . . . ,2m(n) and 
2moo 2mn(n) 
X= C dii~iEB,=l; 
i=l 
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Since B,+ ,(bl) n B,, ,(bJ) = @ for every i # j, see (iv)-(b), it follows that bii, &, 
i=l,... ,2m(n), are determined uniquely by x. 
Using Lemma 1 we define r, + 1(x) by the formula 
2mw 
Then we get 
r.+l(x) = 1 4 rb;(Gi)EB,+. 
i=l 
2m(n) 
(11) Ilx - r,+l (X) II 2 igl II h6i - dir&i) II 
2NO _ 
5 ,gl II bi - r/&i) II 
2m w 
14 1 ll~i-[O~~llll~ 
i=l 
Since giEB,++l(bl) we have gi = CjX1 m(n+l);lijb(aij), where aij~A(al, &,+I), see 
Corollary 1 (iv-a), for every j = 1, . . . , m(n + l), Aij 2 0 and C;21+1) ,Iij I 1. 
Let ai=C~~l+l’llijUijEA+(Ul,&,+l ). Then from Corollary l(ii) we have 
m(n+l) 
(12) II 6i - ai II I C II &j(b(aij) - %j) II 
j=l 
m(n+ 1) 
s jzl II b(aij) - Gj II 
I m(n + 1) (2m(n) 2m(n + l))_ 1 2-“-2 
< (2m(n))-‘2-“-2. 
Since aieA +(a!, E,+~) there exists an aiE [0, l] such that 
11 Ui - Mitll II < En+ 1 = (m(n))- ’ 2-“- ‘. 
Then from (1 l), (12) and from Corollary l(ii) we get 
7-m(n) 
IIX - r.+1(x)II 14 1 l16i-C0~bllII 
i=l 
14 1 (ll6i_Ui/l + IIUi-aia~li -F IlCfiU~-LYib~l/) 
i=l 
< 8m(n) [(2m(n))-‘2-“-2 + (m(n))-‘2-“-l + IIaiUl - %@I11 
< 24.2-“-l + 8m(n)llal - by II < 2-n+4. 
From the linear independence of B,+ 1 we infer that r,+ 1 is continuous. Therefore 
Lemma 3 is demonstrated. 
From Lemma 3 we get: 
COROLLARY 2. For every n E N and k E N there exists a continuous map rksn: BT+t -+ B,f 
such that 
IIx - rk,Jx)II < 2-“+’ for every XE Bz+k. 
Proof: Denote rk,n = r,+l . . . rn+h: BJ+k + BL. 
Using Lemma 3 we get the assertion. 
Now we are at the final 
coming to the final proof. 
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5. THE FINAL STEP 
stage of our proof. We need one more simple Lemma before 
LEMMA 4. Let P be a finite dimensional compact convex polyhedron in X and let f : P -+ C 
be a continuous map. Then for every E > 0 there exist n E N and an afine map g: P + BJ such 
that 11 f(x) - g(x) jl < E for every x E P. 
Proof: Let X be a triangulation of P such that diamf(a) < 22’(1 + dim P)-Is for 
every fs E Xx. 
Let X0 denote the set of all vertices of Xx. Using condition (iv) of Corollary 1 we take 
a map go: X0 + Bi such that 
IIf - go(v)/1 < 2-‘(1 + dim P)-’ E for every VEX’. 
Then we extend go linearly on each simplex r~ E X to an affine map g: P + Bz . We claim 
that g satisfies the required condition. 
In fact for every x E P we have 
X = ~ c(iVj, whereviEXoandcci>Ofori=l,...,nand jJ ai=l. 
i=l i=l 
Observe that n I 1 + dim P. Therefore 
llf(x) - g(x) II = Ax) - i % g(vi) /I i=l /I 
5 Jjl II cri(f(x) - S7(vi)) II 
I n II f(x) - 67tvi) /I
s n( II f(X) -f(vi) II + II ftvi) - g(Vi) II 1 
< n(1 + dim P)-l& I E. 
The Lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume that there is a mapf: C + C such that f(x) # x for every 
XE C. By the compactness of C there exists an E > 0 such that /I f(x) - x I/ 2 E for 
every x E C. 
TakenENsuchthat2-“f8<sandletf,=fl& + C. By Lemma 4 there exists an affine 
map g.: A^,, + BJ+k such that 
ilg.(x) -fn(x)li < 2-‘c for every xEA^,. 
We denote 
where p,, and rk,n were defined by Corollary l-(v) and Corollary 2 respectively. 
Then for every XE& we have 
/I .hdX) - X /I 5 iI f,(X) - g”(X) /I +  I/ &tx) - rk,ngn(X) I/ 
+  II Ik,n dx) - Pn rk,n &tx) II +  I/h rk,n &dx) - X /I 
5 2-2& + 2-“+5 + 2-n-l + lJg(x) - XII 
<2-l& + ([g(x) - x/I. 
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Therefore for every x E A^, we have 
IIg(x)--II 2 Ilfn(x)-XII -2-l&= I/f(x)-xl/ -2-'&22-l&. 
Consequently A^, does not have the fixed point property. This contradicts the fact that 
A,, is a finite dimensional compact convex set. Theorem 3 is proved. 
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